**STUDENT OF THE MONTH**

**PREP A:** Meeka B – consistently positive and cheerful nature.

**PREP B:** Lilianna W – approaching all activities with a smile and a ‘can do’ attitude.

**1/2A:** Holly S – persisting in all activities even when challenged. Well Done.

**1/2B:** Olivia – being a responsible and trustworthy student.

**1/2C:** Zach B – persistence at completing all tasks and never giving up.

**3/4A:** Evelyn – always beginning activities straight away and continuing to stay on task.

**4/5A:** Emily L – working hard throughout the months on her school work.

**5/6A:** Dylan R – always having a happy, kind attitude towards everyone.

**MUSIC:** Abul D – amazing performance in the ‘Can’t Stop the Feeling’ dance. Just Brilliant.

**ART:** Jenna L – for her research into spiral tie-dye pattern and creating an amazing t-shirt.

**P.E:** Alesia I – demonstrating all of the skipping techniques she has been practising.

**AUSSIE OF THE MONTH:** – Dylan R

---

**Pupil Of The Week**

**PREP A:** Madison H – improved behaviour and attitude towards her work.

**PREP B:** Beau W – trying his best with all tasks and making terrific progress with his reading.

**1/2A:** Javier D – working hard during our writing activity on conjunctions.

**1/2B:** Matilda H – using adventurous word choices to make your writing more interesting.

**1/2C:** Alex F – concentrating and working so hard the whole week.

**3/4A:** Sam S – being generous and kind to another class member.

**5/6A:** Peta – demonstrating terrific resilience in a difficult situation. Well Done!

**MUSIC:** Gabie S – precise drumming and enthusiasm in music. Well Done!

**ART:** Charlotte J – creative border design patterns on her advent calendar art.

**P.E:** Maxim A – ‘never give up’ attitude when skipping in Phys. Ed. Well Done!

**PRINCIPAL’S AWARD:** Peta H – demonstrating amazing resilience during Art.